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LORRIE ANNE

OSS - A GIRL IS WALKING TO HER HOUSE. THE OUTSIDE IS DARK

AND STORMY. THUNDER ECHOS IN THE BACKGROUND

A little girl is walking around using her Iphone. She see's

a pickachu in the distance as her mother yells to her. As

she see's it on the ground, she hears a maniacal laugh. The

laundry is flapping in the wind as she looks toward it.

PENNYWISE

(laughing)

Hi. Are you looking for a Picachu.

I have something better over here.

A mew Too appears out of nowhere on

her screen.

LAURIE ANNE

As she goes to flick her pokeball

at it, suddenly he lunges at her.

The next scene we see is her mother looking for her

daughter. She sees the body of the girl in the grass. The

ambulance appears taking the body of a small child and

lifting it onto a stretcher. The detective finds a phone

open to Pokemon Go.

CITIZEN

Did you find anything?

OFFICER

Nothing. Just like last time.

DETECTIVE

What are you doing here?

MIKE

I'm just a concern citizen. There's

something wrong here when so many

children dissappear with only their

phones left on the ground.

DETECTIVE

Yes, we are aware of this. The only

fingerprints found on the phones

where those of the children.

MIKE

We have to do something. There's

something seriously wrong here.

DETECTIVE

I'm the cop. You're the librarian.

(MORE)
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DETECTIVE (CONT'D)

Keep your nose out of this.

SOMETHING ON THE GROUND

PUSH IN - A PHONE ON THE GROUND LEFT ON.

The phone looks old and damaged yet turns on when he walks

up to it. He finds the Pokemon Go app running with a picture

of ITazu on screen.

MIKE

What's this? I don't remember an

Itazu.

He tries to capture it and does so finding it easy to

capture. It never moves from the spot. As he tries to take

it, suddenly blood oozes from the phone.

PENNYWISE

No one captures pennywise. They get

captured by him instead.

He throws the phone to the ground.

CALLING IN THE PACT

CUT IN - LIBRARY INTERIOR

Inside the library, Mike looks at his desk reminiscing about

the experience he and his friends had years ago. He looks at

the phone and decides he has no choice. He pulls out a small

black notebook and turns to the first number.

BILL

CUT IN - THE STUDY OF THE HOUSE

Bill is working on his computer writing his book. He has his

Pokeman Go app running with a lure placed next to his house.

Being in a rural area, there's no way can find much. He

looks down and still find nothing.

BILL

(looking down at his

phone)

Why are there no pokemon in this

area. They need to fix this game.

There's a knocking at the door. It's his wife telling him

it's time for dinner.

BILL'S WIFE

For the last time. Put down that

(MORE)
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BILL'S WIFE (CONT'D)

game and come to dinner.

BILL

In a minute. I have to catch this

wedle and finish this paragraph.

BILL'S WIFE

You said that an hour ago. The food

is getting cold

BILL

Ok

He joins his wife for dinner. He still has the pokemon Go

app running.

BILL'S WIFE

It's cold. The book looks good. Why

must you always play that game at

dinner. I don't understand the

point of it anyway.

BILL

It's about collecting and discover.

You might like it if you try it.

BILL'S WIFE

You were in a better mood before

you found that infernal game. You

don't even talk to me now.

Just then the phone rings.

BILL

Hello?

MIKE

Hi. It's Mike.

FLASHBACK 1

CUT IN - A MALL WITH FOUR KIDS

The camera zooms into a shot of Bill and the kids sitting in

the food court after school. They are all walking around the

mall with their Nintendo 3DS running pokemon

FLASHBACK ONE RETURN

CUT IN - THE PORCH OF THE HOUSE

He continues talking to Mike. After the voice brings him

back.
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MIKE

Bill?

BILL

Sorry about that. I had to remember

who you were.

MIKE

Bill, it's back.

BILL

Sure.

MIKE

Remember. George.

Bill returns to the kitchen table visibly shaken by the

phone call. He stares at his wife.

BILL'S WIFE

What is it? Who was on the phone?

BILL

Nobody.

He walks out of the room panicked.

FLASHBACK 2

CUT IN - BILL'S OLD HOUSE AS A CHILD

The flashback begins as Bill is sitting in the living room.

Georgie comes into the room excitedly playing Pokemon on the

3DS. He is in a tough poke battle

GEORGIE

Can you help with this part?

BILL

Go bug someone else on the

internet.

GEORGIE

Please....

Georgie is about to leave the room when bill gives in. Here

let me show you.

BILL

You need a water pokemon to defeat

the fire one.

Bill selects a water pokemon who knocks out Charzard with

one attack.
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BILL

See? That simple. I think my old

guide is in the cellar if you want

to find it.

GEORGIE

Okay.

Georgie does down into the basement looking down from the

top of the stairs to the dark basement. He tries the light

and finds it not turning on. He sees the book sitting on the

shelf below visiblly scared about going down stairs. He

grabs the book and decides to go to the park to read it

after running up stairs to thank bill by giving him a hug.

GEORGIE

Thanks.

BILL

Gross. You have cooties.

With that, Georgie takes off for the park.

BILL

Don't stay out to long. Be careful.

GEORGIE

Sure. Sure I will.

THE PARK

OSS - OPEN SIDEWALK WALKING TO THE PARK

He starts walking to the park with the book and 3DS. He

accidently drops it next to a sewer grate. Fortunately, it

doesn't get too wet. As she stops to pick it up, a random

pokebattle suddenly begins showing an unknown pokemon. The

screen shows ItaChu and asks the user to select a pokemon.

As he is about to start it, a voice and face calls out from

the sewer. It's a clown.

PENNYWISE

Hiya Georgie, Want to know how to

win that new pokemon?

GEORGIE

I have this book. I don't need any

help.

PENNYWISE

You don't need that book. I know

about all of the pokemon,

especially the ItaChu.
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GEORGIE

My dad says i'm not supposed to

talk to strangers.

PENNYWISE

Very wise indeed. I Georgie boy am

Pennywise the clown. You are

Georgie, so now we know each other.

GEORGIE

I guess so. I got to go.

PENNYWISE

Go? Without this?

Pennywise has somehow managed to get the book and is holding

it in his hand.

PENNYWISE

Go on kiddo. Take it. There's lots

of pokmeon down here. Even, Mewtoo.

GEORGIE

MewToo?

I

have

been trying to

Title 1:Chapter 5

capture him forever.

PENNYWISE

Oh, yes, so what do you say?

GEORGIE

Are there water pokemon?

PENNYWISE

Oh yes, Georgie boy. Plenty

floating down here.

Georgie reaches for the book

PENNYWISE

And one your down here, YOU FLOAT

TOO.

As Georgie reaches for the airplane, Pennywise pulls him

into the sewer and he is killed.

CUT IN - FUNERAL FOR GEORGIE

The priest is reading out of the bible. And we see a small

coffin being lowered into the ground slowly.
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